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1.2 Methodology for spectral characteristics evaluation
The sources of knowledge uncertainty as listed in Table 1.2 shall be evaluated by
testing and/or analysis, and Table 1.2 shall be filled out.
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3. Spectral reflectivity/transmis- same as the measurement




4. Spectral trans_issivity and same as the =easure=ent
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2 Offset
2.1 Requirement for knowledge o_ o_set
The instrument offset shall be determined at any instance of the life within the




Requirement for knowledge of offset
Knowledge (3_)


































































Offset knowledge related to only Instrument tem,erature variation is specified 'in2.
Offset knowledge related to onboard blackbody is specified as knowledge of temperature

























The nonlinearity of input-to-output relation, NL, is defined as the ratio of the
deviation of the input-to-output curve from the line connecting the output for the high
level input and the offset to the response for the high level input as referred to in the
ASTER Instrument Specification.
8.1 Requirement for knowledge of nonlinearity =
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Air-to-vacuum shift of center
wavelength







Gravity shift of lamp radiance
Radiometer output measurement
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8 Stray Light Characteristics
8.1 Requirement for stray light characteristics and its knowledge
Radiometer response may change for radiant sources with different sizes even if the
radiance is exactly same due_to stray light effect of radiometers. The stray light
characteristics is defined by the relative response difference of radiometer when
observing the earth disk and the standard radiation source (integrating sphere for VNIR
and SWIR, and standard blackbody for TIR) which is required to be less than the required
values listed in the following table.
Table 8.1 Requirement for stray light characteristics







The stray light characteristics shall be determined with the knowledge as listed in
the following table.
Table 8.2 Requirement for knowledge of stray light characteristics
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The stray light characteristics shall be determined with the knowledge as listed in
the following table.
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